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S
There is a com
T
mmon consensus that we are currently undergoing
u
an
n unprecedentted period of rapid
r
changess that are
a
affecting
our relation to time, space and society as a whole. Econ
nomic, social and institutio
onal crises, alo
ong with
p
political
disin
nterest, growin
ng inequalitiees and loss of meaning are combining to create a toxicc climate marrked by a
l
loss
of referen
nce points and
d overall disen
nchantment. However,
H
man
ny people see in this a perio
od of transitio
on and an
opportunity for
f renewal. For
F them, the crises give rise
r
to a secon
nd modernity
y and a dynam
mic of innovaation and
t
transformatio
on. From that perspective, the current disruptions,
d
faar from pushiing civil society toward apathy, are
t
taken
as an opportunity to
o introduce so
ocial transform
mations that aim
a to redefin
ne society on more
m
solidaritty‐based,
hical, ecologicaal and civic‐miinded terms.
equitable, eth
In that contexxt, the challen
nge for the so
ocial sciences consists of id
dentifying nott only the failu
ures but also the new
a
avenues
and opportunitiees that are emerging.
e
Thrrough its ressearch on social innovatio
on, aligned with
w
this
p
perspective,
t CRISES research centree seeks to und
the
derstand the social
s
reconstrruction driven
n by the emerrgence of
socially innov
vative develop
pments at the micro and macro
m
levels, in
ncluding the impacts of theese experiencees on the
social transfo
ormations tak
king shape. By investigatting the acto
ors, structurees, subjects and
a
impacts of these
developmentss at once, the analysis of so
ocial innovatio
on will help to
o determine th
he capacity for initiative on
n the part
of individualss, organization
ns, collectivitiies and sociall movements. These investtigations will also shed ligh
ht on the
p
process
of inn
novation tran
nsfer and the role
r
of public policy in thee dynamics of institutionalization that arrise from
t
this
transfer. However, to meet these ch
hallenges, whiich are both social
s
and scieentific in natu
ure, research on social
i
innovation
wo
ould have to adopt
a
a cross‐‐disciplinary perspective
p
an
nd specify its epistemologic
e
cal and methodological
stance. Only in
i this way caan it produce action‐orientted knowledgee and ensure that the norm
mative and ideological
f
foundations
o innovation are
of
a made explicit. Such a process will alllow to go bey
yond the disco
ourse of thosee creating
i
innovation
in
n order to add
dress the poliitical issues that
t
accompan
ny the emerggence of any social
s
innovattion, and
w
which
have a determining influence
i
on itts durability and potential for
f social transsformation.
Social innovattion is, by deffinition, a tran
nsgression of rules and staandards that may
m lead to a transformatio
on of the
prevailing ord
p
der. There thu
us exists a con
nstant dialecticc between inn
novation and institution.
i
In that context, the state
i called on to
is
o provide the necessary
n
support to innovaation by relaxing or adjustin
ng its public policies
p
and by
y offering
i
increased
acccess to financiial and inform
mational resou
urces. In addittion, it must give
g
the actorss greater auto
onomy to
l them unfold their transformative pottential and pro
let
ovide the latittude necessarry for engagem
ment in the innovation
p
process.
Furth
her, for sociall innovation to
o become a caarrier of sociaal transformattion, it must engage
e
in two
o types of

processes: one, a collective learning and creation process that allows individuals and communities to (re)empower
themselves, and, two, an interaction between the actors concerned that makes room for dialogue and compromise,
so that innovation can evolve in a dynamic of path building. Under these conditions, social innovation can then
become the key ingredient of an alternative development strategy that gives rise to new values (solidarity, equity,
social justice). The many references to social innovation that are currently made—to the point where social
innovation has become a widely used concept—demonstrate that social innovation is not simply a fleeting reflection
of a transition, but very much a constituent part of a new model that promotes a culture of change. However, this
evolution raises questions about the orientation of that change: Who (or what) will it benefit? How will it be
implemented?
The proliferation of social innovations alone is not sufficient to generate a new development model. Rather, it is by
the embeddedness of these innovations within a new way of seeing and solving problems that social innovations can
eventually embody the emerging paradigm, providing it with experiences that reflect new societal concepts. The
spinoffs from social innovations vary depending on the specific institutional frameworks prevailing in the different
sectors and territories, and on the period concerned. All of these aspects are likely to be of interest to research and
to drive the development of knowledge about social innovation and its place in the process of social transformation.
Authors wishing to submit a paper to this conference are invited to investigate the diverse aspects discussed above.
In particular, we invite them to address the following questions:
1. In the current stage of capitalism, how are the new aspirations and collective imaginaries prefiguring new
social relations?
2. What are the theoretical and epistemological foundations of social innovations that have been created to
respond to the different crises evoked (socio‐ecological, political, economic)?
3. What are the conditions allowing social innovation to contribute to social transformation processes that seek to
redefine society on more solidarity‐based, equitable, ethical, ecological and civic‐minded terms?
4. How do social innovations integrate into systems of innovations?
5. How can we move from a dynamic of path dependency to one of path building?
6. What role can the co‐construction of knowledge (in academia and practice) play in getting social innovation
processes underway?
7. How might we grasp the political stakes and processes that accompany the trajectory (emergence,
experimentation, appropriation, spread) of social innovations? Who are its actors and coalitions of actors?
What political projects do they promote? Do these projects lead to a rupture with the prevailing order or to an
adaptation of its components?

How to submit a paper

Proposals must include an abstract of 3,000 characters (including spaces) as well as a short bio of the author. They
must be submitted by email in Word or RTF format to Christine Champagne (champagne.christine@uqam.ca) and
must indicate which of the above‐mentioned question they address. Contributors should specify whether they
prefer an oral or poster presentation. Proposals will be evaluated by a peer‐review committee.

Important dates
•
•
•

Final date to propose a paper: September 30, 2013
Announcement of decision concerning the acceptance of a proposal: October 31, 2013
Submission of final text of the paper (maximum 35,000 characters (including spaces) including the
bibliography, notes and tables): March 3, 2014

The texts will be made available to all conference participants. Following an evaluation of the texts submitted, a
book will be published in the Innovation sociale series of the Presses de l’Université du Québec.
For more information about CRISES, visit: http://www.crises.uqam.ca

